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November 2, 2022

ToWhom It May Concern,
XYZ University,
123 Invented St.
City, St, 830291

I’m using the Crimson Text font, in italic, in bold, in bold and italics. I am not using the “Augusta Grey” in this
document, but could if I wanted to. I tried to follow the recommendations from brand.augusta.edu.

This document uses markdown, a

plain text format for writing structured documents, based on formatting conventions from
email and usenet.

The lists

1. can be numbered,
2. and are somehow compact.

Sincerely,

Clément Aubert, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor in Computer Science
t: 706 737 1566
caubert@augusta.edu
spots.augusta.edu/caubert

cc: A student
A colleague

School of Computer and Cyber Sciences
“A National Academic Center of Excellence in Cyber Defense Education designated by the National Security Agency/Department of Homeland Security.”

Mailing Address: Riverfront Campus Address: Summerville Campus Address:
1120 15th Street, RV1-1600 100 Grace Hopper Lane, RV1-1600 2500WaltonWay, UH127 T 706-721-1110
Augusta, GA 30912 Augusta, GA 30901 Augusta, GA 30904 augusta.edu/ccs

https://brand.augusta.edu/
https://commonmark.org/
mailto:caubert@augusta.edu
https://spots.augusta.edu/caubert/
https://augusta.edu/ccs
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enclosed:

School of Computer and Cyber Sciences
“A National Academic Center of Excellence in Cyber Defense Education designated by the National Security Agency/Department of Homeland Security.”

Mailing Address: Riverfront Campus Address: Summerville Campus Address:
1120 15th Street, RV1-1600 100 Grace Hopper Lane, RV1-1600 2500WaltonWay, UH127 T 706-721-1110
Augusta, GA 30912 Augusta, GA 30901 Augusta, GA 30904 augusta.edu/ccs


# Letterhead for Augusta University

Comments, improvments: <caubert@augusta.edu>

Released under GPLv3
cf. <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html>

Last modification: 2020/12/26

## Instructions:

Simply run

    make all

Requires:

- pandoc
- xelatex

## Personalization

In the file `template.tex`, 

- Change the information ll. 62--66 if you belong to a different school.
- Personalize the information ll. 112--113, and l. 135--139
- You can remove the lispum package l. 14. 

In the file `letter.md`, you can adjust the _subject_, the _recipient_, the _mention_, the _signature_ and the _cc_ fields or remove them.
The file is commented with some indications.

# Changelog

- 2020/12/26: Updated / corrected addresses for the school of Computer and Cyber sciences.
- 2020/12/20: Migrated to pandoc
- Somewhere around 2018: Initial version



---
subject: "My very nice letter"
recipient: | 
  | To Whom It May Concern,
  | XYZ University,
  | 123 Invented St.
  | City, St, 830291
mention: "Draft" 
signature: "signature/sign.pdf"
cc: 
    - A student
    - A colleague
attachment:
    - Readme.md
    - letter.md
---

<!-- 
    All the attributes are optional.
        - subject: to indicate the subject (added in the meta-data of the pdf),
        - recipient: to list (on multiple lines, if needed) the recipient,
        - mention: remove this line to remove the "Draft" crossing.
        - signature: specify, if you wish, the path to a pdf of your signature.
        - cc: to indicate who will receive a copy of your mail.
        - attachement: documents embedded in your pdf.
-->

I'm using the _Crimson Text_ font, _in italic_, **in bold**, **_in bold and italics_**.
I am not using the \textcolor{augustagrey}{\enquote{Augusta Grey}} in this document, but could if I wanted to.
I tried to follow the recommendations from [brand.augusta.edu](https://brand.augusta.edu/).

This document uses [markdown](https://commonmark.org/), a

>  plain text format for writing structured documents, based on formatting conventions from email and usenet.

The lists

#. can be numbered,
#. and are somehow compact.
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